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Throughout her life, Mother Teresa worked to transform our ideas of home, love, and family. Her life

teaches us that it is never too late to make a difference in the world. As a figure of the 20th century,

she saw the rapid changes taking place in the world and among its people. She asked individuals to

contemplate the meaning of ideas such as home, love, and family and to be open to new

conceptions of these terms in the midst of our changing world. In doing so, Mother Teresa

introduced a new, modern way of doing missionary work, led an international religious organization,

and was beloved by people the world over for the work she did out of love for her family, which

would one day grow to include all of humanity.Her life teaches us that it is never too late to make a

difference in the world.
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Mother Teresa is deservedly known as one of the 20th century's greatest humanitarians, and this



book described her life from birth to death, with her many accomplishments during her long and

fruitful life. She learned as a youth that whatever one had was never so scarce that it could not be

divided and shared with another in need. She took vows of poverty and lived among the poorest of

the poor, but she enriched our world immeasurably. She used her influence as a peace maker in

regions far beyond Calcutta. Her speeches and travels worldwide opened our eyes to the suffering

around the world and made us understand what it would take to lift up impoverished and neglected

people. She used her presence to intervene in highly polarized situations in order to offer the neutral

and universal message of love of neighbor. She refused to judge anyone.Though I felt that I knew

the rough outlines of the story of Mother Teresa already, it was interesting and worthwhile to have

more of the details filled in. The book was slightly marred for me, however, by the numerous

instances of missing or incorrect words - something that could easily be fixed by the attentions of a

skillful editor.

I admired Mother Teresa, and held her in highest esteem, but I knew very little about her. The book

was interesting, informative, and held my attention. I recommend it to anyone who would like to

learn more about this amazing woman. She showed what one person could do if totally devoted to

God and service to mankind. (if there had been pictures, I would have given it five stars.).
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Very brief account - may I suggest "Mother Teresa - Come be my Light".

This story of a young girl who became world renowned for her care of the poor should be read by

every 'thinking' person. It details her life from childhood, showing how she felt the need to help

others, and how she overcame all the difficulties placed in her way, and dedicated herself to the

'poorest of the poor' through her relationship with God. It made me think how much better this world

would be if more of us could be just a little more like her. I highly recommend reading and

contemplating the story of Mother Teresa. I learned much about this wonderful woman that I have

never seen in press reports on her.

"Do one beautiful thing for God each day". This is the guiding philosophy of Mother Theresa's life

and she accomplished this by seeing God in all she encountered, especially the poor and

dispossessed. Her life is truly inspirational. She was an independent, spunky, and creative woman

who in many ways was a feminist who forged her own path in following her calling. At the same



time, she was humble, loving and devoted to God. I thoroughly enjoyed this short but informative

book. I was inspired by this holy and very human woman and highly recommend this book.

Before reading this book, I only had a general idea of the good this lady did. The book made the

point that she saw all human beings as her neighbor and sought to Love everybody as herself as

Jesus commanded us to do regardless of race, religion and boundaries. I learned a lot about her in

the couple hours it took me to read this book. To me, it felt as though I was reading a report on her

life. It met my expectations and inspired me to go and help as many people as I can. This book

showed me she truly was a great person by serving others as Jesus said we should do.

Insightful look at a small woman is big on helping other who is not of her race or religion. A lesson

that she learn from her mother made a big impression on her in applying to everyday life. Mother

Teresa taught the World that all living person are equal in the eyes of God and shoukd be treated as

part of her family. A touching stories of her dedication to life through the love of doing God works

and taught us that all are equal. A must read for those who want to understand what and why she

did and her dedication of doing God works.

Blessed Mother Teresa is well known as a symbol of peace and advocate for the poor. This book

dives deeper into how she came to be such a beloved figure. Some very interesting and inspiring

moments are captured well. This is a great quick read for anyone who wants to know more about

the life and inspiration that made Mother Teresa a women loved and respected by all
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